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Dateline Mexico

by Josefina Menendez

Out of the nosedive?
realm, to times of war. The destiny of

The State of the Union address reaffirmed austerity; labor insists
the country needs something more.

the nation is in the balance," De la
Madrid declared.
More appropriate to this call than
the unmitigated austerity he himself
offered, was the proposal made the
next day by Fidel Velasquez, head of
the
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(CTM). Whereas de la Madrid had
stressed that the fight against inflation
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such speeches, which carry much more
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In an interview with Le Montie re

leased the next day, he was both more
and less explicit. He stated that "I don't

De la Madrid clearly did not want

believe in an overall refinancing of the

was the number one battle of the coun

• Forcing speculative investment

into productive investment;
• Establishing a "selective credit

.program" that gives special consider
ation to "production of basic and stra
tegic goods."
• Establishing preferential inter

est rates for productive activity;

to rock the boat of "Mexico's financial

foreign debt of the developing coun

• Allowing "flexible amortization

success" now finding port in Wall

tries, and especially ofLatin America.

due dates" for repayment of capital on

Street, London, and Basel. Preferring

The situation varies with each coun

loans.

airplane metaphors, he stressed that

try. I do not share the opinion of those

Mexico has "pulled out of the nose

who advocate a long moratorium. That

government has bailed out private sec

dive" which had characterized the

solution is neither realistic nor just."

tor companies by shouldering those

economy a year before, when Mexico

But he added that agreement is nec
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that it was bankrupt, and the peso
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mum reinvestment of profits, and

er from the crisis. This "has to be

maximum plant utilization.

crumbled in value.
The President promised no relief
from the crushing austerity program

planned," he declared.

Velasquez insisted that, since the
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Perhaps Velasquez's most impor

Cutting across the technocratic

tant announcement was that he has no
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now in effect, for at least a year. But

tenor of the bulk of the three-hour

intention of retiring, though he is
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speech was a passionate final call for
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not recovering; international finances
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ahead with such a decree, but the ru
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